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ABSTRACT Diseases related to issues with blood pressure are becoming a major threat to human
health. With the development of telemedicine monitoring applications, a growing number of corresponding
devices are being marketed, such as the usage of remote monitoring for the purposes of increasing the
autonomy of the elderly and thus encouraging a healthier and longer health span. Using the machine learning
algorithms to measure blood pressure at a continuous rate is a feasible way to provide models and analysis
for telemedicine monitoring data and predicting blood pressure. For this paper, we applied the gradient
boosting decision tree (GBDT) whilst predicting blood pressure rates based on the human physiological data
collected by the EIMO device. EIMO equipment specific signal acquisition includes: ECG, PPG. In order
to avoid over-fitting, the optimal parameters are selected via the cross-validation method. Consequently,
our method has displayed a higher accuracy rate and better performance in calculating the mean absolute
error evaluation index than methods such as: the traditional Least squares method, Ridge regression, Lasso
regression, ElasticNet, SVR and KNN algorithm. When predicting the blood pressure of a single individual,
calculating the systolic pressure displays an accuracy rate of above 70% and above 64% for calculating
diastolic pressure with GBDT, with the prediction time being less than 0.1s. In conclusion, applying the
GBDT is the best method for predicting the blood pressure of multiple individuals: with the inclusion of
data such as age, body fat, ratio and height, algorithm accuracy improves, which in turn indicates that the
inclusion of new features aids prediction performance.
INDEX TERMS GBDT, Pruning, Blood Pressure Prediction, Health Monitoring.
I. INTRODUCTION
DUE to the threats of incidence and mortality in the hy-pertensive population, cardiovascular and cerebrovas-
cular diseases are gaining more widespread attention, es-
pecially within the context of rapid changes in the quality
of diet and lifestyle amongst the general population. Non-
invasive blood pressure measurement is divided into two
ways: intermittent and continuous. Traditional intermittent
noninvasive blood pressure measurements (such as the Riva
Rocci Korotkoff method and the Oscillography method) can-
not be monitored in real time, and with the presence of many
influencing factors, the risk of error is bigger. On the other
hand, continuous non-invasive blood pressure measurement
can monitor the changes in arterial blood pressure wave-
form in each heart cycle, which poses an obvious advan-
tage, whether it is performed within the context of routine
home care, the monitoring of cardiovascular disease patients
and even weightlessness training for astronauts. Therefore,
compared with the intermittent measurement method, non-
invasive blood pressure continuous measurement in clinical
medicine research is becoming more vital. Traditional blood
pressure measurement methods and equipment lack the abil-
ity to measure real time, continuous blood pressure. Recently,
studies have shown that research is increasingly focused on
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personal wearable devices used for measuring, tracking and
evaluating user health-related information. Common tracking
devices include: Fitbit; personal accelerometers; and motion
tracking devices, as well as Samsung, Apple, and smart
watches, all which have relatively simple measurement func-
tions. Such kinds of equipment are examples of technology
that is advanced enough to be able to record information such
as monitoring continuous activity and sleep time - this is
greatly useful for both the researchers and research subjects
concerned. The new smart watch for instance, includes func-
tions such as heart rate (HR) monitoring and location tracking
with built-in sensors - this thus provides users with a very
convenient interface, enabling problems to be recorded at any
time. Regarding the drawbacks of such devices, despite high
portability and relative ease of usage, performance rates in
capturing vital signs are limited - this in turn leads to a limited
ability in being able to provide a complete remote monitoring
program for patient management and nursing.
Gesche et al [1] predicted a blood pressure value by estab-
lishing a linear regression model for PWV (Pulse Wave Ve-
locity) and PTT (Pulse Transit Time), however, it is not really
suitable for predicting blood pressure due to high risk of er-
roneous measurements. YY Hsieh et al [2] predicted a blood
pressure value by establishing a linear regression model for
PTT of the human body. However, the PTT extracted by PPG
(Photoplethysmography) contained more noise; using PTT
is not an appropriate method of predicting blood pressure.
Elamvazuthi et al. [3] used PID neural network to build a
blood pressure management system - large amounts of data
is required for the neural network but this can be difficult
to accomplish in the actual working environment. Xiaohan
Li et al. [4] used a context-based recursive model for blood
pressure prediction. The data set is collected from the blood
pressure monitor synchronised with a cell phone and stored
in the cloud. This is then followed by the entire data archive
in the cloud being used to train the blood pressure predic-
tion model. Due to the model being based on ’all-the-time
series’ data, its accuracy rates in predicting blood pressure
is high but it cannot be guaranteed during accumulation and
regarding data security. Robabeh Abbasi et al. [5] proposed
a time series prediction model based on multivariate fuzzy
functions that may aid physicians in choosing a suitable
treatment via providing a clinical diagnosis. However, the
prediction needs to be completed over a long period of time,
with the disadvantage of the individual difference being large
the prediction accuracy decreasing with the long term usage
Peng et al. [6] used characteristics of a heartbeat signal to
establish a support vector regression model to achieve contin-
uous and unarmed blood pressure predictions; the predictive
value was however not very high in relation to the actual
blood pressure value. Kurylyak et al. [7] used a PPG signal
to establish a neural network model to predict blood pressure
at a continuous rate. Unfortunately, accuracy rates were low,
despite absolute error and relative error index being utilised
to evaluate the Manuja et al. [8] made a summary of the
current blood pressure measurement methods and proposed
that the use of nonlinear algorithms such as nonlinear support
vector machines and lifting methods improve blood pres-
sure prediction rates compared to linear regression methods.
Robert Munnoch et al. [9] used the EIMO device to extract
the ECG, PPG, PTT, and HR characteristics of the human
body. PWV was then calculated by PTT, with three linear
regression models being established using PWV and HR to
predict blood pressure. The three models were expressed as
(1), (2) and (3).
P = A(PWV )2 +B (1)
P = A(HR) +B (2)
P = A(PWV )2 +B(HR) + C (3)
For the prediction of Ps, the best model is (3), with the
average absolute error being 6.15. For the prediction of low
pressure Pd, the best model is (1), with the average absolute
error being 8.36. However, according to the United States
ANSI / AAMI SP10-1992 requirements in predicting the
systolic and diastolic pressure error: the difference that is less
than or equal to 5mm/Hg is accurate. The average absolute
error for high and low blood pressure is greater than 5, which
is higher than the error requirements. This indicates that the
method of Robert Munnoch et al. failed to meet the required
accuracy rates needed during when predicting blood pressure
is taking place.
The above research shows that the proposed method is
unable to predict blood pressure at an accurate and con-
tinuous rate. Therefore, in response to this problem, this
paper proposes applying GBDT to analyze the human phys-
iological data collected by EIMO experimental equipment
and carry out blood pressure prediction. EIMO devices are
able to continuously record PPG, and calculate HR and
PTT respectively to ECG and PPG signals, making them
appropriate instruments for carrying out the procedure of
predicting blood pressure. Regarding prevention measures,
the cross-validation method is used in the model training
process to prevent the GBDT from fitting or underfitting.
The GBDT is then compared with the traditional six machine
learning algorithms (linear regression, ridge regression, SVR,
ElasticNet, KNN (K-NearestNeighbor) and Lasso(Lasso re-
gression) with two evaluation indexes (accuracy [10] and
average absolute error). Thus, GBDT is the best predictor
of the algorithm. For each person, the average absolute error
of the high pressure is less than 5, and the average absolute
error of the low pressure is less than 3: this meets the required
accuracy levels needed during the prediction of high and low
blood pressure rates. Using GBDT is also more time efficient
which enables immediate forecasting.
II. GBDT MODEL
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A. INTRODUCTION TO MODEL’S CHARACTERISTIC
ATTRIBUTES
(1)PPG involves a non-invasive technique for detecting
changes in blood volume in living tissues. This can be used
to make predictions within numerous important health related
parameters such as heart rate, hemoglobin and blood glucose
levels [11], as well as predict the value of continuous BP
[12]. The low frequency part of PPG contains information
regarding: breath; BP control; and body temperature adjust-
ment. The high frequency part on the other hand, contains
information related to heart pulsation [13]. Cardiovascular
detection methods based on PPG technology have achieved
some success.
(2) The heart rate (HR) is the speed at which the heart
beats, measured by the number of contractions of the heart
per minute (beats per minute). It plays a significant role
in human physiological functions, evaluating health status,
and the analysis of cardiovascular disease. An increase or
decrease in HR will correspondingly cause an increase or
decrease in Ps and Pd.
(3) Pulse transit time (PTT) is the time taken for cardiac
ejection and arterial pulse wave propagation from the aortic
valve to the peripheral branch vessel [14-17]. In recent years,
as one of the major characteristics for BP prediction, PTT
has been widely applied [18-20] whilst measuring in non-
invasive environments and real-time scenarios.
B. CONSTRUCTION OF BLOOD PRESSURE
PREDICTION MODEL BASED ON GBDT
The classification regression tree is a supervised learning
algorithm [21]. The feature space is recursively divided into
several parts (or nodes) based on the relationship between
an output and one or more input factors. For the character-
istics of our problem, the feature space X can be regarded
as a combination of n m-dimensional eigenvectors: n > 0
represents the number of samples; m = 6 represents the six
feature inputs; and the subscript i represents the ith sample.
In this paper, the high pressure Ps is taken as the object of
discussion, and the research method of low pressure Pd is
consistent with Ps. The feature space X can be viewed as a
combination of n feature vectors Xi = {PPG, PTT, HR, age,
height, BMI (body mass index)}, and the prediction samples
can be represented as Y = {y1, y2, y3, ..., yn} ,where each yi
= Ps ( yi = Pd), and yi = Ps (yi = Pd) is a numberic variable.
In this paper, we use the input feature combination {PPG,
PTT, HR, age, height, BMI} to establish the classification
tree for the high and low blood pressure rates respectively.
During the building process, the feature and split node (data
set) is selected according to the square error minimization
criterion [22]. The leaf areas U={ U1, U2,..., Uh} of second
tree were calculated when they reached a steady state. For
each leaf node region Ui, there is the output of the second
tree in each leaf node region ci and the second classification
and regression tree is generated. In accordance with the above
steps, from the third tree until the last tree, is constructed in
the same way as the second tree in this section.
C. PRUNING OF GBDT
In the process of constructing the gradient tree of recur-
sion, max_depth, learning_rate and n_estimators determine
the construction process of gradient tree. α= max_depth,
β=learning_rate, γ=n_estimators. α represents the maximum
depth of each tree, and the nodes are divided when the depth
of a single tree is less than α. When the depth of the tree is
equal to α, the data set that needs to be divided becomes the
leaf node. If α is too small, the single tree cannot produce
a residual current that fits well, thus producing an algorithm
that is ill-fitting. If α is too large, this may be due to each
of the tree training times being extended and their algorithms
being too long. Therefore, the a value should neither be too
big nor too small. β represents the contribution of each tree.
There is a high chance of excessive noise being present in the
training data of each tree, which can lead to the over-fitting of
a single tree and thus cause the whole algorithm to be over-
fitted. So in this paper, each tree is limited and is multiplied
by a number(learning rate, β) less than 1, which reduces its
influence and thus reduces the risk of the whole algorithm
over-fitting. When β is too large (close to 1), the algorithm
is prone to overfitting. When β is too small (close to 0),
each tree has a small influence, which makes the model less
likely to fit. Simultaneously as more trees need to be added,
the process of learning the whole algorithm is slowed down
and the resulting training time is too long. Set the m tree to
be Fm(x), and the current integration model of all trees is
Fm−1(x).The formula for integrating fm(x) into the current
Fm−1(x) to form a new integrated model Fm(x) is as follows:
Fm(x) = Fm−1(x) + βfm(x) (4)
γ represents the number of trees. If the value of the build
tree is equal to γ, the model stops the building process,
producing model fitting data: the more the tree, the better
the quality of the results. If the value of γ is too big, the
model experiences an overload of training data and may also
pick up some noise, resulting in the model prediction ability
declining. If the value of γ is too small, the learning ability
of the model decreases too much and will result in a case
of under-fitting.Therefore, the value of y should be chosen
within an appropriate range. The final model f(x) is shown
below:
Fγ(x) = β
γ∑
i=1
fi(x) (5)
D. GBDT MODEL FOR BP PREDICTION
The process of predicting blood pressure using gradient tree
can be divided into three parts: the construction of single tree,
the integration of trees and the prediction of blood pressure.
The loss function of the negative gradient classification and
regression tree is continually built on to carry out the fitting of
the data. The data is divided into individual leaf area, and then
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into each leaf node area to find the optimal output value.The
construction of a single tree is like algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 DecisionTreeRegressor
Input: D={(X1, y1), (X2, y2), ...,(Xn, yn))}, X={X1, X2, X3,
..., Xn} represents a feature property set, Y= {y1, y2, y3, ...,
yn} represents the predicted attribute set
Output: CART model
1. current_depth = 1
2. for X1 in X :
3. for Tj in xi
4. search min(MSE);
5. end for
6. end for
7. if the current depth < α
8. Divide D to D1 and D2
9. curren_depth += 1
10. DecisionTreeRegressor(D1);
11. DecisionTreeRegressor(D2);
12. else
13. convert D→ leaf_Node;
14. return U
The first line of the algorithm sets the depth of the root
node to 1. Lines 2 through 6 minimize the criteria by using
the squared error minimization criteria to iterate through all
possible split points and split attributes to obtain optimal split
feature attributes and attribute values. Rows 7 and 8 indicate
that when the depth of the tree is less than α, the data set is
divided into two subtrees, D1 and D2, by the optimal splitting
method. Line 9 indicates that the current depth of the tree is
increased by one for every split of the data set. Lines 11 and
12 represent recursively splitting D1 and D2. Lines 12 and
13 indicate that if the depth of the current tree is α, the data
set is transformed into a leaf node. Line 14 represents that
it returns a leaf node area when building each leaf node (the
range of feature attributes).
After the construction of the each classification and regres-
sion tree, it is added to the integration model and the residual
and residual negative gradient direction is calculated, with a
regression tree of classification fitting in the negative gradient
direction of residual. After setting up γ trees, the output value
of all the γ trees are in the leaf node area U={U1, U2,..., Uγ ,
Ui1, Ui2,..., UiL} (assuming that the ith tree has L leaves) is
added and is the output of the gradient tree algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Gradient tree Boosting
1. f0(x) = c1 = mean(Y)
2. for every sample :
3. ki = yi - ci
4. for α(a,b)
5. for α(c,d)
6. for α(e,f)
7. for m in (1,γ) :
8. calculate
9. ki = yi - Fm−1(xi)
10. ri = -[
∂L(y,F (xi))
∂F (xi)
]fm−1(x)
11. combine every xi and ri as new data D
12. DecisionTreeRegressor(D,emphα)
13. for every Umi in Um1, Um2,..., UmL // Umi
indecates the number of sample in the Mth tree’s Ith leaf
node
14. // cmi indicates the predict BP value in
Umi
15. Treemodel =
16. TreeModel set← TreeModel
17. end for
18. end for
19. end for
20. return TreeModel set (TMS)
Lines 1 through 3 represents the initialization gradient tree.
At this point, the predicted value of each sample is the mean
of the high voltage value of all samples. Lines 7 through
10 represent a combination of characteristics, the negative
gradient direction of the residual and predicted residuals
by the integration model being computed after the last tree
construction. The value of the negative gradient direction is
used to combine the eigenspace X into a new data set D.
Lines 12 through 14 indicate that a classification regression
tree is established for D to find the leaf node area in the
negative gradient direction. U={U1, U2,..., UL}. Line 15
shows that the output of the integration model is the sum
of the predicted values for each tree in the samples. Lines
4 through 6 and 17 to 20 represent the traversal of each
feature combination, storing the the corresponding gradient
tree model for each feature combination to the set collection
and return.
E. MODEL OPTIMIZATION
In order to prevent model overfitting or underfitting, the
fitting of the model to the data needs to be evaluated. The
method to do so involves calculating the predictive ability
of the model. In a prediction model, the value we want to
predict is called the dependent variable, and the value used to
predict it is called the explanatory variable or the independent
variable. The generalization ability of the model can be eval-
uated by calculating the coefficient R2 [23]. The coefficient
ofR2 can then be used to measure the degree of interpretation
of the target value. In this paper, the prediction value of the
algorithm is explained to the target blood pressure value. The
larger R2, the higher the predicted value of blood pressure,
and the stronger the generalization ability. The calculation
method of R squared is formula (6).
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FIGURE 1: Partition diagrams of training set and verification
set
R2(y,m) = 1−
∑n−1
i=0 (yi −mi)2∑n−1
i=0 (yi − k)2
(6)
Where yi represents the real value of the sample i, and
mi represents the predicted value of the sample i, and p
represents the average value of the sample real value. Cyclic
execution of the above procedure L=5 times. After comput-
ing the average value for all of R2, this is the corresponding
scores for this model, and the formula is as shown in (7).
scores =
∑L
i=1R
2
i
L
(7)
The corresponding R2 values of each parameter are calcu-
lated and the optimal parameters are selected through cross-
validation. First, the training set D is divided into L large
collections, then select L-1 as the training set of the model,
combined with a set of Di remaining as the validation set
and test accuracy of TreeModel0, Figure 1 shows the way to
divide the training set and validation set, L=5. Each model
is evaluated using the formula (7) as a model evaluation
method. The process is shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Finding the best parameters and model of
GBDT
1. temp = 0; score = 0;
2. for each model in TMS :
3. for i in (1,L) :
4. calculate R2
5. end for
6. scores = R2 / L;
7. if modeli.scores > temp :
8. temp = modeli.socre ;
9. Treemodelbest = modeli
10. end if
11. end for
12. use F(x) to Predict Ps
13. return Treemodelbest’s F(x), Ps
澳
GBDT ˄  Initial  
Parameter ˅  
Optimal  
parameters Cross validation Input 
GBDT (Optimal  
Parameter) 
New dataset  
(Without BP  
attributes) Input 
Results澳
Output 
Updated parameter  
Train data 
FIGURE 2: Blood pressure prediction process
The first line of the algorithm initializes the temp and
score of the temporary variables. From the second line to
the seventh line, the score value of each model is calculated.
From the eighth line to the eleventh line, the model with
the largest score is sought out. The twelfth line through to
the thirteenth line represents the prediction of blood pres-
sure with the optimal model, and returns the optimal model
parameter combination and predicted blood pressure values.
The specific stages prediction process is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2 describes the whole process of blood pressure
prediction, which is divided into the following steps:
(1) The processing of the data set, involves taking out the
characteristic attribute data and blood pressure data from the
original data file, before forming training data and test data
respectively.
(2) A high pressure (or low voltage gradient) is established,
which lifts the tree model to initialise (etc) the default model
parameters (α =1, β =100, γ =0.1).
(3) The training set is input into the initial model and
the optimal model parameters are found via cross validation.
The parameters of the model are then updated as the optimal
parameters. The training set is then input into the model (etc)
of the optimal parameters, and the model is trained to return
the trained model.
(4) The test data is input into the established model,
predicting the blood pressure and outputting the rest of the
prediction.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
EIMO is among the new range of products designed to enable
the user to keep track of their health and that of their family,
especially within a home environment. It functions as a
fully automated non-invasive device, which protects the user
from any unwanted electrical discharge or painful pressure,
using various sensors to take a series of measurements and
displaying readings in a comprehensive, user-friendly way. It
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FIGURE 3: EIMO equipment
is classed as a medical device intended to be used to obtain
readings of vital physiological signals during routine check
ups and self-monitoring sessions. Therefore, it is classified
as Class IIa.
The EIMO device (Figure 3) requires handling with both
hands. The right index and middle fingers are placed into two
inserts encased within the EIMO which house the electrodes
for the PPG and ECG sensors. The left thumb then covers
the 2nd ECG electrode at the distal end of the EIMO. There
are some precautions before using EIMO equipment. Sit with
EIMO on knees with the screen in a suitable position to read.
Alternatively sit at a table with hands resting on the table. Do
not lean on arms, EIMO is so sensitive it will pick up tiny
muscle tremors, which will spoil the readings.
The battery of this device can last until approximately 7
hours. To guarantee the above operation, the BLE scheme
and processing in MSP430 + CC2540 are adopted. The
peak value of the signal is detected at 1KHz, and filtered as
described below. These signals are then decimated to 100Hz
and turned into 20 byte packets for the BLE(Bluetooth) com-
munications. The maximum data rate that has been achieved
is 3 channels running at 200 samples per second.
The collection of attribute data through the EIMO equip-
ment, the target blood pressure by SunTech Tango wrist
blood pressure measuring instrument records. SunTech
Tango wrist is a professional medical blood pressure mea-
surement device, which can be synchronized with software
on EIMO devices. The blood pressure prediction experiment
was carried out in Inter (R) Xeon (R) E3-1231V3 @3.40G Hz
CPU processor. The programming language is python3, and
the development environment is Anaconda3-4.4.0. Figure 4
shows the process of the data acquisition below:
B. SIGNAL ACQUISITION PROCESS
The physical device of the device is used as a sensor platform
to record and pre-process the vital signs (PPG, PTT and
HR) displayed by the users directly. As shown in Figure
4, the device has implemented on PC compression of the
signals sent to the application program for display and log
recording. The data collected by the device is recorded by the
display application program. Simultaneously, the raw data
and the low-level measurement data calculated by the device
are displayed on the screen, whilst the data logs generated by
the application program may also be stored synchronously
in the cloud. On the other hand, they are sent directly to
FIGURE 4: EIMO equipment collects experimental data
service providers electronically for monitoring and large data
analysis.
1) PPG Signal Acquisition
PPG data are usually recorded by bedside monitors in hos-
pitals and blood perfusion in tissues is displayed. The signal
status is characterized by low frequency components, which
are formed near the basic frequency through vascular trans-
mission. The two components of the signal are: the direct
current component of the image composed of tissue distance
and basic components, and the AC pulse component formed
by optical absorption by changing the blood volume of the
tissue, This can be detected by the photosensitive element in
the PPG sensor device and the signals are received by two
reflective PPG sensors. The design of this particular sensor
is simple, and the sensing device and light source are all
included in the same package.
2) ECG Signal Acquisition
ECG signals are produced by the polarization and depolar-
ization of the myocardium. This potential is generated by
the contraction of the main ventricle, with its magnitude
and amplitude depending on the position of the electrodes.
The whole body loop is then completed by connecting the
electrodes with the fingers, and the measurement is achieved
by the the sensor device within. The first part of the signal
path is received by an ECG sensor, which is Plessey Semi-
conductor’s new potential integrated circuit (EPIC) sensor
(PS25201).The power supply of the low noise sensor can
help to enable clearer recordings of the ECG signal as the
smaller the distortion, the better. The equipment is equipped
with DC-DC(Direct current) power supply and low differ-
ential output regulator, which can further reduce noise. The
sensor can detect and amplify the potential of the surrounding
objects, which makes it an ideal choice for detecting tiny
electrical interferences in the heart. The device is equipped
with two such sensors and is connected with differential
amplifiers - the common mode noise between the two sensors
is thus reduced and sometimes even eliminated. This results
in a potential difference between the left and right hands,
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FIGURE 5: Process diagram of movement and rest
which is the same as the 4 lead ECG settings and similar
to channel II. The signal is then passed through a band-pass
filter before entering the controller ADC.After digitization,
the signal is filtered by a 9-order FIR filter: in order to reduce
noise and eliminate DC, the limit is 18 Hz to 27 Hz, in order
to reduce noise and eliminate DC.
C. DATA ACQUISITION PROCESS
Participants then completed a 45 min’s exercise session on
a cycle ergometer positioned in an upright seated position
similar to the resting posture. Three exercise intensities were
used (25, 50, 75W), with participants cycling continuously at
each intensity for 15 minutes. After 45 minutes of exercise,
the intensity was reduced to 20W for 3 minutes to allow
participants time to cool down. Electrocardiography and PPG
were measured continuously from the EIMO device during
the rest and exercise phases. Twelve BP measures from the
SunTech Tango were taken at 2 minutes intervals during the
exercise period with one final BP taken after the two minute
cooling down period. All BP measures were taken from the
right arm. The set-up of the rest and exercise sessions are
displayed in Figure 5.
D. OPTIMIZATION PARAMETER ANALYSIS OF MODEL
During the experimental process the model is optimized
by cross validation for each model (due to the LS (least
squares method) possessing no regularization parameter, it
is not optimized.) According to the optimized parameters,
the prediction model on blood pressure was established, with
the prediction analysis being carried out on the test set. The
process of finding the optimal parameter for the GBDT of Ps
with 1 user is taken as an example. The process is shown in
Figure 6.
It is observed in Figure 6 that the abscissa is a sequence
of different parameters and the ordinate is scores. For user 1,
a peak is reached near the abscissa 105, which corresponds
FIGURE 6: Parameter combination
to user 1’s optimal parameter combination in table 1. Other
people seek parameter processes with user 1.
E. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
1) Comparative analysis of individual modeling
In order to accurately and effectively test the effect of algo-
rithm, evaluating the performance of the model is based on
the statistics of the sample set prediction error in [+5, -5].
The average absolute error evaluation index used to evaluate
the classic method outlined in this paper is as follows:
accuracy = X/N (8)
(1) Accuracy: according to the ANSI/AAMI SP10-1992
of the United States on systolic and diastolic pressure mea-
surement requirements: if the error between the measured
ones and the ground truths is less than or equal to 5mmHg,
the measurement can be deemed as accurate. In this exper-
iment, we used (-5, +5) mmHg for the accuracy range of
measurement errors, i.e. the difference between the predicted
blood pressure and the true blood pressure is greater than 5,
we treated it as an error; if the predicted blood pressure and
the true pressure is less than or equal to 5, we regarded this
measurement as correct results.
The acc said the accuracy, X is the number of satisfied
blood pressure measurement within the error range and N
is the total number of measurement. This experiment will
evaluate the accuracy of the prediction using the LS, GBDT,
RR (ridge regression), SVR, ElasticNet, KNN and Lasso.
The results are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, the abscissa
respectively are different users.
As shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, due to differences
such as in the way the EIMO devices were held, seating
positions and individual posture, the quality of the data
gathered is mixed. LS, RR, Lasso, the accuracy of ElasticNet
and KNN Ps forecast the worst of 10% to 20%, the best
being no more than 47%, The accuracy rate of predicting
low blood pressure is between a large floating range of
45% to 70%, due to the differing levels of accuracy with
each individual participant’s blood. The LS, RR, Lasso and
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FIGURE 7: The accuracy of Ps is predicted by each algo-
rithm
FIGURE 8: The accuracy of Pd is predicted by each algo-
rithm
ElasticNet all showcased instability, and participants who
displayed poor data results, consequently led to the inaccu-
rate and unsteady patterns in prediction performances. SVR
and KNN algorithms promises a slightly better performance
rate than the above four algorithms, and in such a case, the
accuracy rate is likely to be higher. However, predictions
regarding the Ps are the worst in the vicinity of 20%, falling
far short of the requirements needed to accurately predict
blood pressure. The GBDT displayed the best accuracy rates
(with the potential of reaching 90%) in terms of prediction
of Ps (stability rates being 65% and above), relatively stable
Pd prediction accuracy being more than 80% and the user
data quality maintained. Therefore, predicting blood pressure
using GBDT is arguably the best method for yielding stable
and accurate data.
(2) Mean absolute error(MAE): the The average ab-
solute error is the predictive value of the average absolute
value of deviation from the true value. Since the deviation is
FIGURE 9: The MAE of Ps is predicted by each algorithm
FIGURE 10: The MAE of Pd is predicted by each algorithm
absolute, the positive and negative offset will not be present.
Therefore, the average absolute error is not sensitive to the
abnormal value, and reflects the actual situation of the error
of the prediction value. The calculation method of mean
absolute error is shown in formula (9), in which n represents
the number of samples, Yi representting the actual blood
pressure value of the ith sample, with M representing the
prediction value of the algorithm for the ith sample.
MAE =
1
n
n∑
i=1
|yi −m| (9)
In this paper, the mean absolute error of GBDT algorithm
is compared with the LS, RR, SVR, elasticnet, KNN and
lasso, The results are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10.
As shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, the prediction
value of the Pd’s MAE gap displayed by the LS, RR, lasso,
ElasticNet, SVR and KNN is small, remaining between 3
and 7. The floating range is large, with prediction results
varying greatly from user to user. According to the graph,
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FIGURE 11: Running time of each model
using GBDT to predict the Pd’s MAE displays evidence of
lower accuracy compared to the other six algorithms, with
the values remaining below 3. For most users, the MAE
value is less than 1.5, displaying a high quality prediction
ability. Each algorithm predicts the Ps of MAE, showcasing
a big difference. This is due to the change range of Ps is
larger than the range of Pd, and the degree of environmental
impact is greater. For the LS implemented in the prediction
of individual users, the MAE rose to more than 18, and the
overall prediction performance is poor. Compared with the
LS, the performance of the other algorithms are stable. The
overall MAE of SVR and KNN is lower than that of RR,
Lasso and ElasticNet, but for individual users, its MAE is
still more than 10, with low stability. From the above graphs,
a method based on GBDT and one that displays prediction
performance rates that surpass that of the other six models
may be found, with the worst case scenario involving MAE
being no more than 5.5 and the best case scenario involving
MAE being 2. Most of the users’ MAE is below 4, which
means a higher prediction performance rate. This shows that
GBDT is the most suitable algorithm for predicting blood
pressure.
(3) Running time: Running time refers to the time taken
from training the model to outputting the results. In this
paper, the running time of each model is the total time trained
and tested on the dataset of 13 people. Figure 11 below
described the running time comparison of each algorithm.
In Figure 11, the running time of GBDT algorithm is
closed to 1s, which is not much better than other algorithms.
The prediction time per capita is about 1/13s, which has
reached the requirement of realtime prediction. Moreover, the
accuracy and MAE of GBDT are the best relative to other
models based on these algorithms.
2) Modeling and Analysis for Multiple Individuals
As the EIMO device is not solely intended for personal
individual use but is also employed for tracking family
health, high accuracy rates in prediction performance ability.
FIGURE 12: the accuracy results for multiple people
Therefore, this experiment attempts to model for multiple
people, and observes the prediction performance. The data
characteristics regarding the age, weight and height of users
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 were collected, with the body fat ratio
calculated by weight, height and the aforementioned three
main data characteristics, which in turn were added to the
blood pressure prediction experiment. The formula of body
fat ratio (BMI) is as follows:
BMI =
height(cm)
weight(kg)
(10)
The information of all the aforementioned users is shown
in Table 1.
TABLE 1: Information of the users
user height BMI age
1 171 1.84 31
2 174 2.03 24
3 164 2.79 23
4 180 2.19 32
5 189 2.55 21
6 165 2.88 27
Experiments are modeled on PPG, HR, PTT and PTT,
HR, PPG, age, height, and BMI respectively, with the results
shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13.
As shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13, under the condition
of using PPT, HR and PTT feature combination. The accu-
racy of SVR is higher than that of GBDT, but the prediction
time of GBDT is less than 0.5s. However, the prediction
time of SVR is 1.8s, which is not reflective of prediction
performance in real time. Therefore, SVR is unsuitable for
modeling the blood pressure rates for multiple individuals.
With the new characteristics added to GBDT, tthe accuracy of
the Ps is increased by 4.09% and is improved by 8.16%, and
the degree of promotion is fairly great. For the MAE index,
when using PPT, HR, PTT feature combination, the MAE
of each algorithm to predict Ps is higher than 9.5, and the
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FIGURE 13: the MAE results for multiple people
Pd of MAE close to the value of 5. This shows that GBDT
is unable to accurately predict the ability of Ps, but is able
to do so regarding measuring Pd. With the addition of new
features, the prediction quality of each algorithm’s MAE has
decreased, indicating the addition of new features increased
improve the prediction performance of the algorithm. Among
them, GBDT has the lowest MAE in the prediction of Ps and
Pd, indicating that GBDT showcased the best performance
out of the other six traditional traditional machine learning
algorithms in multiple person modeling. With the increase in
data, the accuracy of GBDT will see further improvement.
IV. DISCUSSION
The characteristic attribute data and blood pressure data were
acquired by EIMO equipment and SunTech Tango sphygmo-
manometer in respectively real measurement environment.
Due to the differing nature of each individual’s mode of
operation and power measurement of the device battery
amongst other objective factors, the data quality varies from
participant to participant. Regarding the test subjects who
displayed high quality data, the algorithm performed better
in terms of prediction ability. In this paper, the method of
cross validation running in the background for the training
data, whilst the optimal combination of the parameters are
used to carry out the procedures of prediction. The SVR
algorithm’s actual prediction time for a single individual is
less than 1s, whilst for multiple individuals, the resulting
time is more than 1.8s. For other algorithms, not only for all
but single, the prediction time is less than 0.5s, showcasing
high effectiveness. On a final note, the data yielded from the
experiments is based on healthy individuals aged between
20 and 30 years. Consequently, this calls for a more varied
pool of participants regarding age range for future research
opportunities. Algorithm performance, especially of that
concerning measuring the blood pressure rates of multiple
participants, also showcases improvement when additional,
new features regarding age, height and BMI are included.
For future studies and especially greater algorithm accuracy,
the aim is to also include data related on alcohol intake,
family medical history and other relevant factors related to
the algorithm training.
V. CONCLUSION
For the findings outlined in this paper, the EIMO device is
used to collect the physiological data from the human body,
alongside technological devices such as the Wrist Blood
Pressure Monitor and Suntech,which focused on collecting
blood pressure values. GBDT algorithm was them employed
to provide analysis and modeling for the data, predicting
blood pressure rates in the process.In terms of evaluating
the performance quality of the GBDT algorithm, this was
tested against the traditional LS, RR, SVR, ElasticNet, KNN
and Lasso. Based on the overall accuracy rate and average
absolute error evaluation, results showcased that the GBDT
algorithm yielded the best performance - the training time is
less than 0.5s, making it suitable for making predictions in
real time scenarios. In addition, the portability of the EIMO
equipment and its ability to retain physiological data over an
extended period time also makes this method suitable for ac-
curately measuring blood pressure regardless of the environ-
mental and time constraints. Regarding predictions based on
multiple individuals, this paper combined the characteristics
of age, body fat ratio and height and this greatly enhanced
the performance of the algorithm in terms of accuracy rate.
We therefore conclude that adding more feature attributes
and individualised data will further improve the algorithm’s
efficiency.
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